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Armstrong, Alan. /Whittington/. Random House. Honor *2006*
Atwater, Richard and Florence. /Mr. Popper's Penguins/. Little, Brown.
Honor. *1939*.
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell. /Hilter// Youth: Growing Up in Hitler’s
Bennett, John. /Pigtail of Ah Lee Ben Loo/. Longmans. Honor. *1929*.
Honor. *1934*.
Best, Herbert. /Garram// the Hunter: A Boy the Hill Tribes/.
Besterman, Catherine. /The Quaint and Curious Quest of Johnny
Bishop, Claire Huchet. /All Alone/. Viking. Honor. *1954*.
Blos, Joan. /A Gathering of Days: A New England Girl's Journal,
Blumberg, Rhoda. /Commodore Perry in the Land of the Shogun/.
Crawford, Phyllis. */Hello the Boat!/ Holt. Honor. *1939*.
Davis, Mary Guld. /Truce of the Wolf and Other Tales of Old Italy/. Harcourt. Honor. *1932*.
De Angeli, Marguerite. /The Door in the Wall/. Doubleday. Medal. *1950*.
Field, Rachel. /Hitty//, Her First Hundred Years/. Macmillan. Medal. *1930*.
Gantos, Jack. /Joey Pigza Swallows the Key/. *.*
Greene, Bette. /Philip Hall Like Me, I Reckon Maybe/. Dial. *1975*.
Hall, Anna Gertrude. /Nansen/. Viking. Honor. *1941*.
James, Will. /Smoky, the Cowhorse/. Scribner's. Medal. *1927*.
Judson, Clara Ingram. /Abraham Lincoln, Friend of the People/. 
Judson, Clara Ingram. /Mr. Justice Holmes/. Follett. Honor. *1957*.
Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman. /Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze/. Winston. Medal. *1933*.
Miles, Miska. /Annie and the Old One/. Atlantic/Little. Honor. *1972*.
Neville, Emily Cheney. /It's Like This, Cat/. Harper. Medal. *1964*.
Schiff, Gary. /Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy/. Clarion/Houghton
Seldan, George (a.k.a. George Thompson). /The Cricket in Times Square/.
Seredy, Kate. /The Singing Tree/. Viking. Honor. *1940*.
Shippen, Katherine. /Men, Microscopes, and Living Things/. Viking.
Honor. *1956*.
Siegal, Aranka. /Upon the Head of a Goat: A Childhood in Hungary,
Singer, Isaac Bashevis. /When Shlemiel Went to Warsaw and Other Stories/.
Honor. *1967*.
Speare, Elizabeth George. /The Witch of Blackbird Pond/. Houghton.
Medal. *1959*.
Sperry, Armstrong. /All Set Sail: A Romance of Flying Cloud/. Winston.
Honor. *1936*.
*1998*.
Honor. *1990*.
Stong, Phil. /Honk, the Moose/. Dodd. Honor. *1936*.
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. /By the Shores of Silver Lake/. Harper. Honor. *1940*.
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. /These Happy Golden Years/. Harper. Honor. *1944*.
Young, Ella. /Tangle?Coated Horse and Other Tales/. Longmans. Honor.
1930.
/Circus/. Macmillan. Honor. *1932*./Last Update October 1, 1997/